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(Always refer to the current catalogue for complete application listings)
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Suits: Ford Mustang 05 on

N.B: This installation guide should be used in conjuction with the workshop manual.
All fastener torque settings should be adhered to.
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Note: 1. Fit the new bolts, lock washers and lock nuts to the eccentric crush tube allowing
room for adjustment and fitment of spanner.

Note: 1. Fit the new bolts, lock washers and lock nuts to the eccentric crush tube allowing
room for adjustment and fitment of spanner.

2. Once the bolts are fitted, the longer of the two is tightened until it bottoms out in
the thread. Rotate bolt clockwise to turn the eccentric crush tube to the desired
angle.

2. Once the bolts are fitted, the longer of the two is tightened until it bottoms out in
the thread. Rotate bolt clockwise to turn the eccentric crush tube to the desired
angle.

3. When the specification is reached, tighten locknut up against chassis mount to
lock off adjustment.

3. When the specification is reached, tighten locknut up against chassis mount to
lock off adjustment.

N.B: It is recommended that a licenced workshop or trades person carry out the
above procedure and that workshop manual and relevant safety procedures are
followed in addition to the above.
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